
What Does the Resurrection Offer Us III 

Future: Real Victory over Death (Empty Tomb) 

Main Readings: Romans 8:28-39; John 11: 17-27 

Pre-sermon Prayer 

The following supplication is adapted from a pre-sermon prayer given 

by George Herbert at the end of his work The Country Parson, with some 

modernisation and abridgement. 

Almighty and ever-living Lord God! Majesty and power and brightness 

and glory! How do we dare to appear before your face? We are darkness 

and weakness and filthiness and shame; misery and sin fill our days Yet 

you are our Creator and we your work. You placed us in Paradise until we 

interrupted your counsels, disappointed your purposes and sold our God, 

our glorious, gracious God for an apple. Brand it in our foreheads forever: 

for an apple we lost our God, and still lose him for no more; for money, for 

meat, for diet! 

But you, Lord, are patience and pity and sweetness and love; 

therefore we are not consumed. You have exalted your mercy above all 

things and have made our salvation, not our punishment, your glory. 

Where sin abounded, not death, but grace superabounded. When we had 

sinned beyond any help in heaven or earth, then you said, “Lo, I come!” 

Then the Lord of life, unable of himself to die, contrived to do it. He took 

flesh, he wept, he died. He died for his enemies; even those that derided 

him then and still despise him. Blessed Saviour! Many waters could not 

quench your love nor pit overwhelm it. But though the streams of your 

blood flowed through darkness, grave and hell, yet by these conflicts, and 

hazards, you arose triumphant and made us victorious. 

Your love goes further still! You have committed this word of your rich 

peace and reconciliation not to thunder or angels, but to silly and sinful 



men: even to me, pardoning my sins, and bidding me to feed the people of 

your love. Blessed be the God of Heaven and Earth who does wondrous 

things. Awake my lute and viol! Awake all my powers to glorify you! We 

praise you! We bless you! We magnify you for ever! 

And now, O Lord, in the power of your victories and in the ways of 

your ordinances and in the truth of your love, we stand here, beseeching 

you to bless your word, wherever spoken this day throughout the universal 

Church. Make it a word of power and peace, to convert those who are not 

yet yours, and to confirm those that are. Bless this portion assembled here, 

with your unworthy Servant speaking to them. Lord Jesus, teach me, that I 

may teach them: sanctify and enable all my powers that, with them, I may 

deliver your message reverently, readily, faithfully and fruitfully. Make 

your word a swift word, passing from the ear to the heart and from the 

heart to life and conversation. As the rain returns not empty, so may your 

word accomplish that for which it is given. O Lord, hear, O Lord, forgive, O 

Lord, hearken for your blessed Son's sake. Amen 

This answers the overall theme of our post-Easter series: what does 

the resurrection offer us. It could even serve to answer tonight’s question 

of how the empty tomb demonstrates a real victory over death, with the 

vivid picture Christ’s blood flowing through darkness, grave and hell 

before he arises, triumphant, leading us from the tomb to the restored life 

and realised kingdom for which we have been created. 

However, I used it more for the point of thinking about what death 

means for us by way of how we are remembered in the future. From a 

Christian perspective, I think there are more important things but it strikes 

me that, in our culture, much hope is set on how we are remembered but 

this is a poorly constructed building and carefully take it down rather than 

trying to build more stories on top. 



Living Memory 

George Herbert is remembered as a poet and his poetry is still valued 

today. However, he has also had a profound impact on the understanding 

of Anglican priestly ministry through the short book I took my opening 

prayer from. The Country Parson has had a significant influence on 

parochial ministry since its publication in the mid-seventeenth century. 

Herbert must therefore have been a spiritual giant. Perhaps not. Here is 

an assessment of him from a much more recent work: 

So why should we remember this man? An academic who never 

fulfilled his schoolboy promise; a courtier who found the politics of court 

too difficult to break into; a clergyman who held benefices in plurality and 

in absentia; a parish priest for less time than a modern-day curacy; a 

parochial theorist rather than a practitioner. (Justin Lewis-Anthony. If You 

Meet George Herbert on the Road, Kill Him. London: Mowbray, 2009. p14) 

“Herbert” has shaped our understanding of how we perceive church, 

even if we are getting that at second or third hand but it turns out that 

what we are getting is the result of a fictional character based on history 

but probably some distance from the living, breathing original. 

This is even more obvious if we look at the stories we have heard of 

earlier saints. Take, for example, Clement, bishop of Rome from 92-99 AD 

and patron saint of this church. According to the stories, he was sentenced 

to hard labour in a quarry. Seeing that his fellow slaves were suffering 

from thirst, he prayed and then, having spotted a lamb standing on a 

nearby hill, struck the ground at that point revealing a refreshing spring. 

For his pains, he was sentenced to death by being cast into the sea with an 

anchor tied round his neck. This is why, in a faint echo of this apocryphal 

legend, we have an anchor logo on our news sheet. We do have some 

other information about him, which may be more reliable, and a few 



writings but, while he almost certainly was a brave brother in Christ who 

boldly faced a martyr’s death, it isn’t his memory that keeps the true 

Clement alive or gives him victory over death. 

Even for those who have been nearest and dearest to us, their 

memory fades over the course of years. I have fond memories of my 

grandparents and certain objects or places or even random moments can 

bring them to mind. However, I have only the faintest glimmer of whom 

their parents might have been and no grasp of the next generation back. 

Therefore the chain of human memory, the best we can do, does not offer 

us a victory over death. Even if an echo of your name lives on, you are left 

in the tomb. 

A Place of No Hope 

Even worse than a faint and fractured hope is having no hope at all. If 

you believe that death is a final end then the logical consequences are 

appalling. It is not surprising, for all that Richard Dawkins and his ilk rail 

against the dangers of religion (and particularly Christian faith), that 

atheistic regimes are probably the ones that exercised the worst 

treatment of their own citizens during the twentieth century; people as 

cogs in a machine to be stripped out, thrown away and replaced with 

impunity. 

This is a desolate road to walk down. This is time to get home or just 

to get away. Everything seems to have fallen apart. Even the greatest 

hopes are dashed and life seems a fragile, fleeting and futile flower. You 

walk and talk and mourn. [Look over shoulder then back] Yes, you’re 

welcome to join us. [ Look to side] Why are we sad? Why do you look so 

happy? [Look to side] Haven’t you heard what happened back in the city? 

You must have been sleeping for days to have missed the news! [Look to 



side] Yes, we’d love to hear how you explain it, but Moses lived more than 

1,000 years ago? What can he say to current affairs? … 

Hope from the Bible 

You will recognise the allusion to the story of the Emmaus road, from 

Luke 24. Just the fact of the tomb being empty, amazing as that is from 

our longer perspective, was not enough on its own to make sense of the 

desolation wrought by hope crucified. We wonder how the disciples could 

have been so obtuse as to not to piece everything together immediately, 

nor even to recognise Jesus. We should be charitable though. While we 

don’t have a picture on the lid, at least we have all the important pieces 

together [hold up Bible]. Also, stress fuddles the mind. I’ve had two 

parking tickets since moving to Oxford and both came at the time that we 

bought our house; I can only imagine the turmoil that Cleopas and his 

friend were suffering. Jesus walking and talking was far less expected than 

a sign with parking restrictions! 

There had, of course, been people raised from the dead during the 

ministry of Jesus. Jairus’ daughter and, around the time of the crucifixion 

and resurrection, that strange story Matthew gives in chapter 27 of many 

saints leaving their tombs and appearing in Jerusalem. Pre-eminently of 

course was the raising of Lazarus, which we read earlier in John 11. Jesus 

said “I am the resurrection and the life”, although there was of course no 

local branch of St Andrew’s Bookshop where the disciples could be 

expected to purchase a neatly bound copy of these stories and words to 

meditate on and take to heart. 

If you read on in John’s gospel, you find that is a period of time when 

Jesus departs from Bethany but he returns shortly before the Passover 

and enters into Jerusalem with the triumphal procession we celebrate on 



Palm Sunday. Over the next few days, one of the things Jesus does is to 

deliver a wealth of further teaching: 

Read: John 12:23-28 

I am particularly struck by the metaphor of the grain of wheat. 

Although it has turned colder again this weekend, spring has definitely 

reached us and gardens and fields are springing back into life. Some of 

these plants have grown from seed, dropped last year or perhaps sown 

carefully earlier this year. Look at a living plant and it is a delight but can 

you show me the seed that plant grew from? It has been consumed, to be 

replaced by a glory that transcends it. 

Paul uses a similar image in his great chapter on the meaning of the 

resurrection, 1 Corinthians 15. 

Read: 1 Corinthians 15:35-44 

This whole chapter would be worth of close study – if you want, 

consider it as homework! Pay particular attention to the strong witness to 

the resurrection as a sure fact and how this is laid as the foundation. If 

Christ has not been raised, we are wasting our time and should at best be 

pitied. However, since he has been raised, with not just an empty tomb 

but many witnesses to attest to it, everything is turned upside down (or 

right side up). 

Because of the resurrection, there is a hope for the future much 

stronger than that our descendants might remember us, perhaps even 

fondly or half-way accurately. If we are able to see the cross as the power 

of God rather than as foolishness, even just a glimmer that inspires us to 

ask God to shine the truth of this more clearly to our eyes, we have a 

firmly founded hope that we, too, will be resurrected. Listen to how Paul 

builds to a crescendo. 



Read: 1 Corinthians 15:54-57,58 

There are few other passages which rise to the same level of intensity 

but one of them, as you might have realised from our earlier readings, is 

the end of Romans 8. 

Read: Romans 8:31-39 

Do you hear the similarities? In drawing towards a conclusion, I want 

to bring out two points. One is that there is no hint that the godly life will 

necessarily be an easy life, let alone a “prosperous” one in terms of 

wealth, power and leisure. In verse 28 we have that promise, either an 

encouragement or a stumbling block to many, that “all things work 

together for good to those who love God”, but I don’t see any indication 

that this means material goods. In verse 36, Paul’s quotation from Psalm 

44, “For your sake we are being put to death all day long and considered 

as sheep to be slaughtered”, says nothing about receiving goods. Instead, 

we have a good hope, a firm hope, a steady and undying hope that 

persecution and peril will not separate us from God, even when they lead 

us through “death’s dark valley” (to hint at another Psalm). 

Finally we reach back a little further in Romans to uncover what is the 

most remarkable proposition of all in relation to the empty tomb, the 

resurrection and hope of victory over death. Death is no longer to be 

feared because we have already died. 

Read: Romans 6:3-11 

You only have to read onto the following verse to see that this does 

not give us carte blanche to act as we want but if, like that ragtag band of 

Galilean fishermen and others, we have heard his call and thrown our lot 

in with Christ, Paul includes you in his ecstatic promise because Christ has 



taken your sin to the cross, your death to the grave and led forth your 

spirit in an eternal life that is already begun. 

I am convinced that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor 

principalities, nor things present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor 

height, nor depth, nor any created thing, shall be able to separate you 

from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord. (Romans 8:38-39). 

Amen. 


